Foundation of Free Educative Services

An introduction to Education and Training

Every human on earth has the need to earn money in order to provide for a living.
By a workplace, a job, someone gets income. An income to be able to buy or hire a home.
A place to live with family and have the daily needs for it. Food, Clothing, water and travelling.
Sometimes once a year or more someone wants to visit relatives who live somewhere else, or want to get
a vacation in other countries or more closeby.
Every human in order to fullfill jobrequirements need a training or a study to learn everything to be
able to function in a system and hierarchy making products or be part of servives.
Western countries, or where mechanics and technology has a certain level every child learns to go to
school or be part of an educational system.
Parents, wants for their children that they can in the future be happy. with the job they have, the life
they live. A life with theme’s like family, partner, children or being part of a cultural group.
The mission of a good country is to ensure the level of welfare for the future and the safety and prosperity of a certain region. Good countries are aided by the system of a community giving every member a
place, a job or a function.
By the global hierarchy its for humans possible to go to a store and buy their needs.
And be able to anticipate. For example in libraries books are available and can be read because of the
people getting in their youth education.
Education is the star that shines in every life giving a life its glance of success & good health & welfare.
In this world many regions, countries and states do not have education as a possible choice for every
inhabitant. Whether children or adult.
As a person from a good country its easy to be educated if motivated.
But for those of the poor regions its not possible.
This foundation has its objective to make education possible.
Education on a equal level in comparison with wealthy countries.
Education possible all over the world granting humans a chance on a good jobrole.
Make this happen with us. As education is the source of happiness. Hapiness as society.
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Is education profitable without price

Education. For all over the earth. With 5 billion people on this planet we have a great task which
would not be possible if there is no support of all who have a voice being understood and taken seriiously.
If one billion people needs to be educated. Where do we start. Where do we place such an institute.
A place is not on one point on earth. Because people cannot travel such a great distance.
Education. Has a price. Rules give the system the design by which it can grow from small to big.
The design to let the costs be carried by those who are having jobs because of their education.
Education can be free of charge. But has to be funded. In a ideal way, its funded by those who have a
job and earn money. Their income partly by contract be given to this foundation of educative services.
As an example someone is trained to be an engineer and makes industrial machines and designs
them. He earns 1700 dollar per month, of this a certain percentage like 30 percent is being given to
this cinx foundation as a compensation of the one who had a job training. This percentage being
counted for three years.
Education can give the earth the means to get green and gold. A good ecological habitat and a gold
savings for everyone. Because educated people are smarter, know whats important in society.
Educated people have a voice. A voice that matters.
Education, ought to be a fundemental right. Free to enroll. Free to participate.
Because education has to be provided the costs are on the shoulders of those who benefit of the
school.
In this way. Education is a availability to the whole world.
Every human be allowed to join.
No humans being expelled.
Every human, thick or thin, poor or rich, dumb or smart is allowed a study within the personal range
of skills and intelligence.
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Rules to ensure survival of initiative

This initiative has a way to be implemented in this society. Because its a new plan, for a world getting new.
An initiative needing several requisites. From teachers, buildings, time and all kinds of things normally needed in a complany.
Because its a global company. A foundation it needs places all over the world to have a basis of acting.
The survival depends on the members giving it purpose and meaning.
The survival depends on people giving it value and regarding it as usefull.
The survival depends on worldwide laws to ensure safety and possible existance.
This white paper is just a brochure giving information about the core idea that is part of a worldwide
possible organisation.
The white paper is the idea, the air that needs to get ground in a good place.
As a seed getting water in a good soil.
May this idea fly around the world getting form and design with a meaning for all regions, all people. To give a world a new glance.
The glance of knowledge and skills that is possible for everyone to obtain.
As the shine of the sun is daily on our earth.
May the light of wisdom shine on us all. Wisdom from the unique source of this life.
The creator.

